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Victorian architecture, with its quirky diversity, eclectic origins, and exuberant ornamentation,

continues to exert a strong attraction on today's architects, builders, and homeowners. For those

interested in restoring, preserving, or even re-creating Victorian homes, authentic plans and designs

are invaluable. This volume, meticulously reproduced from a rare nineteenth-century publication,

offers an exceptionally rich pictorial record of actual mid- to late-Victorian designs.Extremely clear

and detailed engravings Ã¢â‚¬â€• drawn to scale Ã¢â‚¬â€• present elevations, floor plans,

perspectives, and other drawings (in some cases, complete framing plans) for country houses and

cottages in a variety of styles: Queen Anne, Eastlake, Elizabethan, Colonial, Jacobean, Southern,

Californian, and more. There are even designs for several store and office fronts, with counters,

shelving, etc.Supplementing the large number of complete designs are nearly 700 large-scale

drawings of virtually every architectural detail, many embodying the unique "gingerbread" that

characterizes Victorian buildings. Included are clear, precise renderings of balusters, brackets,

dormers, fireplaces, finials, gables, mantels, moldings, newels, porches, rafters, rosettes,

staircases, transoms, verandahs, wainscoting, windows, and hundreds of other features.Restorers

of old houses, preservationists, students of American architectural history, admirers of Victoriana,

and anyone interested in the Victorian Gothic styles that dominated American domestic architecture

in the late 1800s will want to have this inexpensive treasury of authentic century-old plans and

details.
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Victorian architecture, with its quirky diversity, eclectic origins, and exuberant ornamentation,

continues to exert a strong attraction on today's architects, builders, and homeowners. For those

interested in restoring, preserving, or even re-creating Victorian homes, authentic plans and designs

are invaluable. This volume, meticulously reproduced from a rare nineteenth-century publication,

offers an exceptionally rich pictorial record of actual mid- to late-Victorian designs.Extremely clear

and detailed engravingsÃ¢â‚¬â€•drawn to scaleÃ¢â‚¬â€•present elevations, floor plans,

perspectives, and other drawings (in some cases, complete framing plans) for country houses and

cottages in a variety of styles: Queen Anne, Eastlake, Elizabethan, Colonial, Jacobean, Southern,

Californian, and more. There are even designs for several store and office fronts, with counters,

shelving, etc.Supplementing the large number of complete designs are nearly 700 large-scale

drawings of virtually every architectural detail, many embodying the unique "gingerbread" that

characterizes Victorian buildings. Included are clear, precise renderings of balusters, brackets,

dormers, fireplaces, finials, gables, mantels, moldings, newels, porches, rafters, rosettes,

staircases, transoms, verandahs, wainscoting, windows, and hundreds of other features.Restorers

of old houses, preservationists, students of American architectural history, admirers of Victoriana,

and anyone interested in the Victorian Gothic styles that dominated American domestic architecture

in the late 1800s will want to have this inexpensive treasury of authentic century-old plans and

details.

The designs of William T. Comstock, a prolific 19th-century publisher of architectural plans, have

inspired several Dover books, including Houses and Seaside Cottages of the Victorian Era and Turn

of the Century House Designs.

This book has a lot of cool architectural drawings of real Victorian homes and even more drawings

of the finer details. It may be a great reference tool for someone with a Victorian home, but only of

certain styles. The book seems to be heavy on Queen Anne and shingle style, especially cottage

and summer houses. If you have an urban Victorian of the Italianate or Folk Victorian style (or a

hybrid, as seems to exist in my local), the book is interesting, but not helpful in figuring out historical

detail.



I am a writer and bought this to get my terminology right. It is fascinating visually and a wonderful

buy.

Great book, but I just wish the images were at higher resolution to see them in greater detail. I

would recommend buying the physical copy if you really want to see the tiniest detail.

Great ideas for our 130 year old Victorian restoration. Even getting ideas for our Chicken Coop and

Garden shed, following the same roof lines and architectural details.

What is really pretty nifty about this book is that it is actual period architectural drawings of actual

houses, not some contemporary's idea of what they looked like. You can get a real sense of what

these places were like. And, for the price it can't be beat. If you got details to do this is a a great

starting place.

Provides an opportunity to reproduce these features in a new building

GREAT IDEAS FOR BUILDING OR REMODELING

Mom and I enjoy looking at other people's works of Victorian kind. Only thing this good of its kind is

books on log cabins. But there are Vicotorian Log cabins today too. Some one really took their time

and did their best to make a display of their art. A book that goes good as another display of a

Victorian Look, is "Circular Carpentry and Joinery", by George Collings. Victorian look is kind of

Rare where I live today, but some people still include cones and cylinders in their designed

handmade work. I saw one all ceramic today in a local neighborhood. There could be more of these

out there in the Future , but why turn your neighborhood into the envy of your land? It makes a good

read though.
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